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ABSTRACT
This thesis will demonstrate how the financial wealth that resulted from the
discovery of oil in 1928 and the continued oil production until the decline in 1970
became a major contributing factor to the economic prosperity of Ellis County, Kansas
for over four decades.
The introductory chapter provides a clear picture of the agricultural background
of the Ellis County economy. Confronted by economic depression from the 1929 Stock
Market Crash, extreme drought, and dust storms across the Kansas prairies, Ellis County
farmers and residents faced financial devastation. But when oil production began to
provide an influx of financial wealth, the county of Ellis experienced an economic boost
when it needed it most.
Chapters two and three cover the numerous and productive commercial oil wells
that were drilled in Ellis County and the economic prosperity that resulted from them for
over forty years.
In the face of nationwide economic depression, crippling weather conditions, and
financial bankruptcy, the farmers and residents might have all been forced to eventually
abandon their homesteads, their farms, and their land. But after the discovery of oil on
the William Shutts farm November 15, 1928, the oil production that occurred over the
next forty years became the major contributing factor to the economic prosperity of Ellis
County, Kansas.

i

Where the agricultural landscape was once dead and nonproductive, golden fields
of grain now flourish in the sun while pump jacks rise up in the distance, contributing
economic prosperity to the county of Ellis.

ii
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The discovery of oil at the William Schutts farm on November 15, 1928, was the
beginning of an economic turnaround for Ellis County, Kansas, which resulted in growth
and prosperity for the next four decades. This thesis will demonstrate how the financial
wealth that flowed from the oil production in 1928 through 1970 was a major
contributing factor to the economic prosperity of the county. This study will conclude in
1970 when crude oil production began to decline.1
Ellis County, as well as the rest of the country, was in need of an
economic boost at the time when oil was discovered. The stock market had crashed in
October 1929, creating a nationwide depression. With low pay and poor working
conditions, the country was heading for financial disaster. The economy had been
weakened as a result of widespread borrowing on credit. Consequently, stock prices
soared and the market crashed. People lost their fortunes, their homes, their savings, and
personal property, and thousands became homeless and hungry.
America was suffering, especially due to unemployment. The jobless rate
of some cities rose higher than the national rate. In the city of Toledo, Ohio alone, the
unemployment rate stood at eighty percent in 1932. 2 Many Americans with high
____________________________________
1

Roy Bird, Heartland History (New York: Cummings and Hathaway, 1952), 126.

2

Thomas C. Cochran, The Great Depression and World War Two; 1929-1945, (Glenview, Ill:

Scott, Foresman, 1953), 170.

1

2

educational backgrounds and executive job experience resorted to taking menial jobs in
order to provide. The graph on page 52 shows the effect of the depression on
unemployment.
Some Midwestern farmers went bankrupt. Thousands of farm families lost their
homes and their land. Five percent of the nation’s farms underwent mortgage
foreclosures in the year 1933 alone.3 These hard times were accompanied by several
years of drought and violent dust storms. According to historian James Shortridge, some
Kansans, who had already fallen into financial despair from the depression, were forced
to abandon their farms and homesteads. 4 As the dust storms swept across the Midwest
from Texas to the Dakotas, the Great Plains were turned into one vast dust bowl. 5
Deserted homes and abandoned fields were scattered across rural America.
In 1859 the discovery of a commercial-producing oil well in Pennsylvania
influenced the nation’s economy for decades to come. The Seneca Oil Company
discovered oil in a piece of land near Titusville.6 This discovery started a rush to discover
oil all across the nation. The lust for the black gold is demonstrated by the following:
_________________________________________________

3

Boyer, Paul S. and Clifford Clark, Joseph F. Kent, Thomas L. Purvis, Howard Sitkoff, Nancy
Woloch. The Enduring Vision: A History of the American People. (Lexington, MA: D.C.Heath & Co.,
1990), 871.
4

James Shortridge, Cities on the Plains: The Evolution of Urban Kansas (Lawrence, KS:
University Press of Kansas, 2004), 25.
5

“Dust Storm Hits Kansas,” Hays Daily News, February 1935, 1930s-1940s Oil Clipping File,
Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
6

www.titusvillechamber.com (accessed July 31, 2011)

3

Besides those who came to till the earth and raise stock on its grasslands,
there was another much smaller group who came to look under and into
the earth for whatever might enrich the searcher. Then . . . black gold . . .
in time proved itself for many years the boom either directly or indirectly
affecting practically everyone . . . .7
The history of oil has come a long way from its meager beginning as a lubricant that was
used to grease the wheels on wagon freighters traveling the Santa Fe Trail in the
nineteenth century. During the first quarter century, oil was found in shallow wells and
in some instances, simply lying on the surface of streams.8
Oil began to be discovered in other parts of the country, especially across the
Midwest. Oklahoma’s economy prospered as a result of oil production when oil was
discovered in the town of Bartlesville in Washington County in 1896. Oklahoma
historians J.F. Hatcher and T.T. Montgomery stated that this discovery transformed the
state’s economy, from being agriculturally-based to oil production-based. Producing
over fifteen hundred barrels a day, oil production became the leading contributing factor
to economic prosperity.9 In 1906 Oklahoma became the largest oil producing state in the
________________________________
7

“Farmers, Diggers, And Drillers,” At Home in Ellis County, Kansas: 1867-1992. Volume 1.
(Dallas, Texas: Taylor Publishing Company. History Book Committee, Ellis County Historical Society,
(ECHS), Hays, Kansas. 1992), 123.
8

James Shortridge, The WPA guide to the 1930s Kansas (Lawrence, KS: University Press of
Kansas, 1939), 88.
9

J.F. Hatcher and T.T. Montgomery, The Elementary History of Oklahoma, (Oklahoma City, OK:
Warden Co., 1924), 287-290.
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nation, peaking at an annual production of over two hundred seventy million barrels. As
a result, ninety-five oil companies moved into the state, resulting in the employment of
twelve thousand people in the oil industry. The population of Oklahoma City alone grew
from thirty thousand in the 1930s to almost two hundred thousand by the 1970s.
In 1901 oil was discovered near the city of Beaumont in Jefferson County,
Texas.10 After spewing over a hundred feet high in the air for nine days, it was finally
capped. Oil producing wells were being discovered all across the state, creating jobs in
the oil industry. Historian Paul Boyer points out that the discovery of oil in Texas
became a major contributing factor to the state’s economic prosperity, producing
seventeen million barrels in 1902. In the next ten years Jefferson County, Texas, more
than doubled in population from nine thousand to over twenty thousand.
In the state of Kansas the huge oil gusher near the town of El Dorado in Butler
County in 1914 opened up a vast oilfield, producing millions of barrels of oil each day.11
The search for even more oil wells spread north to northeast, while the oil reservoirs in
western Kansas lay waiting to be discovered. The map on page 53 shows the reservoirs
of oil in the Midwestern states.
In 1928 oil was discovered in Ellis County, Kansas. The historic event made
headlines of the Ellis County Star which reported: “Locally, oil was the big news in the
late 1920s with the county’s first big commercial well brought in on the farm of William
________________________________
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Craig Thompson, Since Spindletop. (Norman, OK: University of Oklahoma Press, 1970).
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Roy Bird, Heartland History,126.
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Shutts on November 15, 1928.”12 And this was just the beginning. This discovery
attracted attention statewide and stirred an interest in research for additional reservoirs of
oil that might be hidden beneath the surface of Ellis County. In October 1929 Professor
Erasmus Haworth visited Ellis. He was the former head of the School of Geology and
Mines at the University of Kansas, an author of a number of books on Kansas geological
formations, and state geologist for thirty years. He was invited to come to Ellis County
by fellow geologist, Dean Madden, to speculate and run tests to search for more oil.
Haworth predicted that there was a great potential of wealth beneath the fields of grain in
the county. It needed only to be tapped into.13
As oil companies from across the country came rushing in to survey, test, and
drill, more oil producing wells were discovered. Many farmers and landowners were
able to save their farms because oil was discovered on their property. According to one
article in the Hays Daily News, “Oil lease money and the sale of oil royalties kept many
homesteaders and their farms from being lost during the depression and drought years of
the 1930s, providing many Ellis Countians with a major economic boost when it was
needed most.”14
____________________________________________________
12

“First Commercial Oil Well 16 Miles North of Hays,” Ellis County News, November 15, 1928,
1920s-1930s Oil Clipping File, ECHS, Hays, KS.
13

“Professor Erasmus Haworth to Come to Ellis County,” Ellis County News, December 6, 1928,
1920s-1930s Oil Clipping File, ECHS, Hays, KS.
14

“A Record Oil Deal Is Completed Here,” Hays Daily News, December 17, 1936, 1930s-1940s

Oil Clipping File, ECHS, Hays, KS.
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Newspaper stories circulated about poor farmers who had struck it rich. One such
example was an Ellis County farmer named Carl Rudder who had fallen into deep
financial trouble.15 Then three oil producing wells were drilled on his land. The Hays
Daily News reported, “From the sickening reality of pyramided debts, grueling work with
no return; crop failure after crop failure, forcing the mortgage of his farm and home, life
has emerged into a beautiful and unreal dream for Carl Rudder with three producing
wells . . .”16 He was not only able to save his farm and pay off his debts, he became a
wealthy man.
People came to Ellis County, seeking jobs in the oil business and oil related
businesses in the years following the depression and financial adversity. The small town
of Hays began to grow. According to historian Daniel Fitzgerald, “An important
indicator of a town’s success is its ability to employ its citizenry and to attract outside
businesses."17
Along with a large number of oilfield and office employee positions needing to be
filled in the oil business, a great deal of services and supply companies were also needed
to support the production of oil. Businesses, such as companies involved in drilling,
___________________________________
15

“New Oil Wealth Is Just Like A Dream,” Ellis County News, January 30, 1936, 1930s -1940s
Oil Clipping File, ECHS, Hays, KS.
16

17

Ibid.

Daniel C. Fitzgerald, Faded Dreams: More Ghost Towns of Kansas (Lawrence, KS: University
Press of Kansas, 1994), xiii.
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pumping, laying pipelines, well servicing, refining and distributing outlets started moving
into the county. As more oil wells were being drilled, pump jacks began cropping up all
across the golden fields of grain.
In the ongoing chapters, this thesis will demonstrate that the oil production that
occurred from 1928 to 1970 became a major contributing factor to the economic
prosperity of Ellis County.

CHAPTER TWO:
DISCOVERY OF OIL AND ECONOMIC PROSPERITY
IN ELLIS COUNTY, KANSAS FROM 1928 TO 1950
Once known as the Great American Desert, the Midwestern part of the United
States was considered uninhabitable and impossible to farm. But due to an unusually wet
period in the early 1900s, settlers and immigrants were drawn there. In the late
nineteenth century the Homestead Act opened up the door for settlement, the native
Indians had been overcome and placed on reservations, and the Transcontinental Railroad
extended across the country. Immigrants and pioneers anxiously settled in and began
farming across the Dakotas, Nebraska, and prairies of Kansas.1
When oil was discovered in Kansas, the agricultural state transformed into a dual
economy state with oil production as a second economic contributor. And Ellis County
in particular became one of the leading oil producing counties in the state.2
A geographical description of Kansas is necessary to introduce the ground
formations from which the numerous oil wells were discovered from 1928 to 1970.
These geological formations include a series of mountain formations of the cretaceous
system which extend over the entire area of the county of Ellis in west central Kansas.
According to “A Study of the Oil Property Assessment in Ellis County,” it is in these
___________________________________
1

Boyer,The Enduring Vision, 581.

2

“County Tops In State Activity In Early 1960,” Ellis County Farmer, March 17, 1960, 1950s1960s Oil Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS..

8

9

rock formations that rich oil deposits can be found which add greatly to the wealth of the
area.3
The Central Kansas Uplift is a broad arch in the rock formations of west central
Kansas. The rock formations within this arch have stored reservoirs of vast amounts of
oil. The Sedgwick Basin, the Cherokee Basin and the Forest City Basin of south and east
Kansas contain both petroleum and natural gas.4 A map showing the Central Kansas
Uplift is on page 54. These formations are most significant because of the vast deposits
of oil that lie within them. The oil is an accumulation of hydrocarbon in rock with pores
where oil, gas and water reside.
Hidden deep within the earth‟s layers, reservoirs of oil are difficult to locate. A 3D seismic view of the earth‟s substructure is located on page 55. The darker lines
illustrate the reservoirs of oil. The oil is an accumulation of hydrocarbon in rock with
pores where oil, gas and water reside. To extract the oil from the subsurface layers of the
earth, seismic technology is used.

Seismology is the scientific study of earthquakes and

waves that occur through the Earth‟s structural layers. Seismic waves produced
by explosions or vibrating controlled sources are one of the main methods
of underground exploration in geophysics. Controlled-source seismology has been used to
map the geologic traps in petroleum-bearing rocks. A 3-D seismic map of the oil
_________________________________
3

Daniel Rupp, “A Study of the Oil Property Assessment in Ellis County,” (Hays, KS: Fort Hays
Kansas State College, July 29, 1959), 5.
4

www.samgaryjr.com/central_Kansas_uplift.htm (accessed February 25, 2012) .
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reservoirs of the Arbuckle formation that extend across Western Kansas is shown on page
56. Seismology has become a common and useful tool of information used by
independent Kansas operators for identifying potential drilling locations. 3-D seismology
data has been used to create images for practically every exploration objective in western
Kansas. The estimated commercial success rate for wells drilled with 3-D seismology is
70% for wildcat wells drilled. 3-D seismology has been particularly useful for locating
small structural highs and narrow channels that can be significant drilling targets, but
cannot be identified with well-control alone.5
Erasmus Haworth was one of those people who were searching for oil reservoirs
in the early 1920s.6 While staying at the Hotel Mulroy in downtown Hays, he was the
one responsible for discovering the geological structures north of Hays that appeared
promising.7 In 1923 a well was discovered on the Carrie Oswald farm, but it turned out
to be a non-commercial producing well - one in which its product ability is not profitable.
Another was discovered on Charley Polifka‟s farm near Catherine - also a non
commercial producing well. But success finally came November 15, 1928, with a
commercial well on the Charles Shutts farm, sixteen miles northeast of Hays, located in
the Arbuckle
_________________________________
5

www.geo.mtu.edu/UPSeis/waves.html (accessed February 25, 2012).

6

“Erasmus Haworth Here: Widely Known Geologist And Party Arrive In Hays Late
Wednesday.” Ellis County News, June 6, 1929, 1920s-1930s Oil Clipping File, Ellis County Historical
Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
7

“Haworth a Visitor,” Ellis County News, December 6, 1928, 1900s-1920s Oil Clipping File, Ellis
County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
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limestone at a depth of 3,569 feet.8 At that time, one of the first big oil companies came
to Ellis County. It was the Phillips Company, founded in 1917 by L. E. Phillips of
Bartlesville, Oklahoma.
The Phillips-Shutts well, as the Shutts well was soon called, began producing
two hundred eighty-eight barrels of oil a day.10 Robert Jolly, assistant state
superintendent of Phillips Petroleum, told the Ellis County News that “A contract has
already been made for the sale of production to the Sinclair Company which would
immediately begin building a pipeline from Toulon, four miles east of Hays out to the
well.”11 The oil tanks were being delivered to the Shutts‟ farm from El Dorado.12 And
in less than a year, the Shutts‟ well was producing over four hundred fifty barrels a day
and filling up twenty-two railroad cars with oil to transport to the refinery.13 In the
following a high level of oil productivity occurred as other wells in Ellis County were
being discovered. Workers were needed in the oil field. Twenty families moved to Hays
in 1929 to work in the oil development industry. As the Ellis County News reported, “Oil
_______________________________
8

Rupp, “A Study of the Oil Property Assessment in Ellis County,” 7.

9

“First Commercial Oil Well Sixteen Miles North of Hays,” Ellis County News, November 15,
1928, 1920s-1930s Oil Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
10

Ibid.

11

Ibid.

12

“Ship Two to Five Cars of Oil Daily,” Ellis County News, August 22, 1929, 1900s-1920s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
13

“Ship Two to Five Cars of Oil Daily,” Ellis County News, August 22, 1929, 1900s-1920s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.

12

development is tending to make Hays the center of oil activity in the Western Kansas
region.”14 Growth and economic prosperity were stimulated by the oil productivity that
was occurring in Ellis County. Other wells were discovered across Ellis County in the
following years, like the one on the Joe Schmeidler farm.15 Shortly thereafter, the
Phillips Petroleum Company drilled another wildcat well on the Sophus Johnson farm
eight miles northwest of Hays that had the potential of producing five hundred barrels of
oil a day.16
In the late 1920s oil speculation, drilling, and production were being done by
numerous local drilling and pumping companies - small companies like Farmers Oil
which was started by H. Oldham in 1929.17 The H. L. Popp Truck Line transported oil
to the refineries.18 C. B. Gray, the field executive for the Parkersburg Rig and Reel
Company, told the Ellis County News that they were moving to Hays to build a company
warehouse for oil field supplies. They would be hiring twenty to thirty men to work as
___________________________________
14

“Twenty Families Come Here To Live,” Ellis County News, February 7, 1929, 1900s-1920s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
15

“Strike Oil Thirteen Miles Northeast Hays,” Ellis County News, April 11, 1929, 1900s-1920s
Oil Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
16

“Another Oil Strike Northwest Of Hays.” Ellis County News, June 20, 1929, 1920s-1930s Oil

Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
17

18

www.farmersoilcoinc.com (date accessed February 25, 2012).

“Oil Centennial Observance Planned,” Ellis County Farmer, August 20, 1959, 1950s-1960s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis Country Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
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truck drivers to transport oil.19 These and other businesses moved into Hays. Due to the
oil productivity in the area, the Ellis County News reported that the county‟s “oil crop”
for the year had netted a greater profit than its wheat yield.20 Don Rhodes, a writer for
the Topeka State Journal, reported that “The development around Hays is sure and swift,
and black gold now flows under yellow wealth of wheat.”21 Ellis County was now
experiencing a new wealth - that of black gold.
Soon the larger oil companies began moving into Hays; companies like Standard
Oil, owned by John D. Rockefeller, the magnate who dominated the oil industry and
became one of the richest men in history.22 Once the oil reservoir was found beneath the
earth‟s surface, wells were drilled almost as fast as the rigs could be built. In the summer
of 1929 oil derricks were arriving by the truckload to be assembled and mounted on the
oil location sites. Six derricks alone were delivered to the Shutts and Schmeidler farms.
L. R. Keith from Russell County moved his oil company to Hays, along with twenty-five
employees to build drilling rigs. Thirteen of them brought their families with them. Mr.
Keith established headquarters in Hays instead of Russell because, as he said, “We want
__________________________________
19

“Oil Well Supply Company To Hays,” Ellis County News, September 5,1929, 1920s-1930s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
20

“Oil Crop Worth More Than Wheat,” Ellis County News, September 5, 1929, 1920s-1930s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
21

“Hays and Ellis County are Described as an „Oil Center Now,‟” Ellis County News, August 22,
1929, 1920s-1930s Oil Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
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Boyer, The Enduring Vision, 637.
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to get closer to the present center of activity in the oil development area of Western
Kansas.”23 The Farley Machine Shop moved to Hays to provide a base headquarters for
its oil field supplies and repair work business. Law firms moved in to handle the
legalities, like the Tulsa, Oklahoma firm of Mahan, McCarthy and Beese. These are just
a few of the major oil companies and oil-related businesses that began to move in to the
Ellis County area to either drill or provide oil field services. They all wanted to be closer
to the oil activity. Hays was quickly becoming an oil distributing center for all of
Western Kansas.24
Over the years newspapers reported the good news of economic prosperity that
Ellis County was experiencing as a result of the ongoing oil production. Year after year,
Ellis County saw even more financial prosperity than it did the year before. The Oswald
oilfield that had been discovered by the oil contractors, Stearn and Streeter Drilling,
produced more than ten million dollars worth of oil in just one year. 25 The Ellis County
News reported that more than two hundred thousand dollars had been paid into the
county treasury for the sale of three thousand acres of land northeast of Hays, purchased
__________________________________
23

“Twenty-five Rig Builders Moving to Hays,” Ellis County News, January 24, 1929, 1920s1930s Oil Clipping File, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
24

“Make Hays Center For Oil Derricks,” Ellis County News, May 2, 1929, 1900s-1920s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
25

“The First Western Kansas Oilfield,” Ellis County News, March 28, 1929, 1900s-1920s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
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mostly by Phillips Petroleum Company.26 The newspaper reported that this was only part
of the financial wealth that was coming into Ellis County: “This sum is probably not
one-fourth of the total amount of money paid out by oil operators and speculators in the
last week for leases and royalties in Ellis County. Bankers and real estate dealers here
say the total is likely in excess of two-hundred thousand.” The paper also reported that,
“The hotels have been filled to capacity with oil men seeking acreage in locations
believed to be on highs and which are geologically right.”27 Hays was becoming the
center for oil derricks. According to D. F. McCarthy, the Ellis County Clerk, who
completed the 1929 tax rolls to be submitted to the County Treasurer, he reported that,
“Property tax valuation in Ellis County is more than one and a quarter million dollars
higher this year than it was in 1928.”28 McCarthy reported that the valuation on tangible
property in the county amounted to $24,377,280 in 1929, compared to $23,101,596
in1928. These sums are the totals for real estate - both personal and corporate property.
He reported that the city of Hays alone had a property tax valuation of $38,815,341.
McCarthy confirmed, “Oil development in the territory has been a big factor and
__________________________________
26

“First Commercial Oil Well Sixteen Miles North of Hays,” Ellis County News, November 15,
1928, 1920s-1930s Oil Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
27

“Make Hays Center For Oil Derricks,” Ellis County News, April 18, 1929, 1900s-1920s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society, (ECHS), Hays, KS.
28

“Show Big Increase In Tax Valuation,” Ellis County News, October 31, 1929, 1920s-1930s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
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increased the valuation approximately $250,000.” Later in the year, the County Clerk
confirmed that oil had been a big factor in the financial gain for Ellis County in 1930. 29
Soon economic prosperity from oil production superseded that of agriculture. The
newspapers focused on the financial gain. One article based on a report by the Register
of Deeds Office in Ellis County in 1929 stated that the ‟oil crop‟ was worth more than the
wheat crop. The income to land owners from oil leases in the last twelve months had
aggregated $777,600, while the wheat crop aggregated $720,000.”30 This was a net
profit for land owners without paying one cent towards the oil production. Furthermore,
the article continued to state that Ellis County was better off financially because of the
yearly rentals coming in on the oil leases. The oil property alone totaled more than five
hundred thousand acres. As one newspaper editor stated, “This results in riches
mounting into millions . . . .” He pointed out that three quarters of a million dollars were
received by the landowners.31
Vast amounts of wealth were flowing into the Ellis County treasury as a result of
the oil productivity. Mr. G. F. Rupp, the oil assessor for the county, reported that over
forty four million dollars was made from 1,788 producing wells and there was a potential
of almost thirty thousand barrels of oil worth over ninety thousand dollars a day. 32
___________________________________
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“Show Big Increase In Tax Valuation,” Ellis County News, October 31, 1929,1920s-1930s Oil
Clipping File, Ellis County Historical Society (ECHS), Hays, KS.
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All this took place in the same year as the Stock Market Crash. In the midst of the
subsequent national economic despair, Ellis County, Kansas, was experiencing an
economic boom as a direct result of oil productivity in the area.
Entering the 1930s, a majority of the oil prosperity in the past few years was due
to the discovery of the Bemis oil pool in the northeastern region of Ellis County. It was
one of the biggest oil wells in the county to be discovered. The Jones Brothers, Winkler
and Koch, from Cleveland, Oklahoma, had drilled one of the most productive wells in the
county.33 The well was located on the Fred Bemis land and was owned by the Margay
Oil Corporation in Tulsa, Oklahoma. The Jones brothers had claimed that this well,
located twenty-five miles northeast of Hays, could be one of the most promising in
western Kansas, possibly producing as much as two thousand barrels of oil a day. 34 True
to their prediction, the Bemis well turned out to be highly productive. So productive in
fact, that another well was drilled nearby by the Phillips Petroleum Company, producing
almost three thousand barrels of oil a day. 35 Soon after, the newspaper announced the
need for more pipelines to be built to handle the flow of oil which would also provide
jobs for hire.
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In order to learn how to perform the various jobs in the oil industry, new
employees would need some education and job training. The Smith-Hughes Act funded
such opportunities. New employees could take night classes offered in the city of Hays
in 1937.36

All this activity resulted in an increase in businesses, population and

economic growth in Ellis County. Kansas historian Robert W. Richmond pointed out
that by 1938 six western counties in Kansas, including Ellis, had the capacity to produce
enough oil to supply the daily requirements of the entire country. 37
So much oil production activity was occurring in Ellis County that both the Ellis
County News and the Hays Daily News could barely keep up. One story is told from the
summer of 1936: A cloud of dust could be seen as cars went racing down the rough,
dusty road towards the farm of A. W. Copeland. Sixty to seventy people showed up to
watch another new oil well come gushing in that was being drilled by Twin Drilling
Company out of Wichita, Kansas. Nearby neighbors of Copeland‟s were overheard,
saying things such as, “I wish I could feel like that lucky guy Copeland.”38 Then in
September, Ellis County experienced one of the greatest wildcat oil wells of any county
in the state of Kansas.. The Winkler Koch Bemis well, drilled at 3,380 feet, became one
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of the most active wells in the county in 1936, producing almost two thousand barrels of
oil a day.39
Another well was discovered on the property of J. A. Weber. The Ellis County
News reported that the w heat crops may sometimes fail the Ellis County farmer, but in
1937 another crop, black instead of yellow gold, had come to the rescue. With only six
days before the redemption period on his four hundred acre farm expired, Weber was
able to pay off a judgment on his farm, pay off his past due taxes, and pay the accrued
interest on his debt of nine thousand nine hundred fifty-six dollars and thirty-nine cents.
He paid it in full to the County Clerk in Ellis County, and then walked away with
ownership of his farm and some extra cash in his pocket. The news reporter asked Weber
if he was going to celebrate his good fortune, and Weber replied, “Nope. I‟ve got to get
busy right away now and get my wheat in. I haven‟t time to celebrate.”40
By 1937, the total oil production in Ellis County reached a cumulative amount of
4,528,882 barrels for the year. The Oil and Gas Journal hailed Ellis County as the most
popular area for wildcat oil exploration, pushing the counties of Russell, Barton, Rice and
Cowley into second place. Ellis was becoming the leading county in the state of
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Kansas for oil production.41 In 1938 these counties plus two others had the capacity to
produce enough oil to meet the daily requirements of the entire nation. 42 With so much
oil production, the Kaw Pipe Line Company and the Stanolind Pipe Line Company laid
pipelines to Ellis County which helped to increase oil production distribution.
There was so much oil activity in Ellis County that the State Corporation
Commission sent a field representative from Wichita to establish headquarters in Hays to
deal with all the potential oil tests which were being processed, including any that were
being done in the nearby counties of Trego, Ness, Rush, Rooks, and Graham.43 The Ellis
County area, united with Russell to the east and Great Bend to the south, became known
as the “Kansas Oil Patch.”44 (See the table for 1940 oil production on page 57.)
At this time, a nonprofit organization was formed to represent the independent oil
and gas producers in Kansas known as the Kansas Independent Oil and Gas Association
(KIOGA). The purpose of KIOGA, as stated in the original articles of incorporation was
to improve the market for oil and gas which was produced in Kansas and to promote the
welfare of the oil and gas industry in the State of Kansas.45
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Reports came pouring in about the financial gains for the county: “One Hundred
Thousand Dollars to County From New Oil Play: Money Is Still Pouring In As
Companies Lease Big Acreage In This Region.”46 The money came in the form of cash
payments from oil leases and royalties largely by the major oil operating companies.
And only a year later, the following was reported: “A Record Oil Deal Is Completed
Here: The Deal Involving One Hundred Thousand Dollars And One Hundred Sixty
Thousand Barrels Of Oil Will Spur Drilling.” This involved a large financial transaction
in the sale of oilfield acreage and royalty money when the Carter Oil Company, a
subsidiary of the Standard Oil Company of New Jersey, bought a fourth of an interest and
eleven eighty-acre tracts northeast of Hays of oil productive property from the Western
Oil and Refining Company. The other three-fourths were owned by Lario Oil and Gas
Company in Wichita, Kansas - both major oil companies that were investing in the
lucrative Ellis County oil industry. Frank Wasinger, one of the associates involved in the
transaction was quoted as saying that this was creating a greater drilling campaign than
this county has as yet witnessed.47 He told the Ellis County News’ reporter that Carter
Oil, one of the largest oil-operating companies, was moving to Ellis County. Some
others were the Kansas Development Company, Twin Drilling Company,
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Creekmore Drilling Company, and Vickers Petroleum Company. 48 One Kansas historian
confirmed, “The importance of the oil industry to the economy of this area can readily be
seen by the large number of oil producers and other oil-related businesses dependent on
the production of oil in the county.” Businesses flooded into the Ellis County area, intent
on investing in the vast oil production. 49
The Kansas Oil and Gas Journal reported, “The discoveries have been
sufficiently frequent to make this area a wildcatter‟s paradise.”50 The Journal continued
to predict more wildcat activity in the coming years. And so, the influx continued of
more oil companies, legal firms, accountants, and bookkeepers, all moving to Hays to set
up offices to manage the highly active oil industry. Following the Journal’s prediction
the Ellis County News reported, “100,000 To County From New Oil Play.” Within only a
ten to sixty-day period cash payments totaling one hundred thousand dollars on leases
and royalties had come in.51 With all this oil productivity, pipelines were being built by
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major companies out of Wichita, Kansas: Socony-Vacuum, Empire Oil and Refining
Company, Texas Company, and Standish Pipeline. The Ellis County News reported that
the construction of these new pipelines would provide employment for three hundred
men.52 This created a need for even more businesses to come to Hays in connection with
the building of the pipelines; one of which was the Jones and Brooks Pipeline
Construction Company out of Tulsa, Oklahoma, which set up an office in downtown
Hays.53
The newspaper reported that there were more wells being explored, tested, and
drilled in Ellis County than in any other county in Kansas.54 In the 1930s the population
of the city of Hays had been less than five thousand. By the 1940s the population of the
city of Hays had grown to over six thousand. 55
Major historical events began to occur across the globe from 1939 to 1941.
Germany and Japan began an international campaign of fear and aggression which
eventually drew the United States into a second global war. Adolf Hitler had become the
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new Chancellor of Germany and began invading many countries in Europe. Japan
invaded China. In the U.S.S.R. Joseph Stalin had risen to power. In Tokyo, Japan,
nationalistic militants had gained control of the governmental system and strategized a
fanatical plan of expansionism.56 Then on the morning of December 7, 1941, Japanese
dive-bombers and torpedo planes flew across the island of Oahu, Hawaii, and Congress
declared war on Japan. As a result of U.S. involvement in World War II, massive
government spending created an economic boost across the nation.
Entering the 1940s, the agricultural industry and the oil industry in Kansas were
both experiencing an economic boost.

In 1937 there were eighteen thousand wells

across the state of Kansas which produced sixty-nine million barrels of oil.57 In the
following years the oil industry soared to new heights, becoming one of the three major
employers in the state.
Historian Roy Bird states, “Kansas petroleum along with natural gas, accounts for
almost 80% of the value of mineral production in the state.”58 And Kansas historian
Bliss Isely confirmed this: “Kansas ranks fifth in the nation for production of oil and fifth
in gas. These two products are the chief source of mineral wealth of Kansas.”59 Oil and
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gas became valuable resources that contributed to the state‟s economic prosperity. A
map on page 58 shows the abundant wells that were discovered across the Ellis County
area. According to historian Craig Miner, “By 1944 there were seven hundred fifty oil
fields in Kansas and a thirty million dollar investment in the industry.” 60
In the years immediately following the war, oil production increased across the
country, as well as in Ellis County. The newspapers were ablaze with one success story
after another. Ellis County was rich in oil deposits: eight hundred sixty-two wells
produced nearly eleven million barrels of oil in 1945.
On March 7, 1946, the Ellis County News reported, “Five New Oil Pools in Ellis
County.”61 From 1945 to 1946, Ellis County was the leading county in the state of
Kansas in oil production. There was so much oil productivity that the news was reported
in Rinehart’s Year Book, published in Tulsa, Oklahoma. Rinehart‟s book was considered
the “Blue Book” of oil producers and operators.62 On January 22, 1946, The Ellis County
News reported, “County is Rich in Oil Deposits: Eight Hundred and Sixty Two Wells
Produced Eleven Million Barrels in 1945.”63 On February 23, 1947, the Hays Daily
News announced, “Ellis County Sets Pace With Eighty-Two Thousand Barrel Well: Ellis
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County Today Has the Largest Producing Well in Western Kansas,” confirming earlier
reports about the Ridler “E” oil gusher located fifteen miles north of Hays, which had a
capacity of producing 82,000 barrels of oil a day at 3,570 feet. 64 Figures were released
by state geologist Frank Poley with the State Geological Survey that confirmed Ellis
County was the leading county in the state of Kansas, and crude oil was the state‟s
number one mineral asset.65 (See table of 1945 oil production on pages 59-61; pie chart
on page 62.)
More oil wells were being discovered and oil activity continued to increase
across the county. The Oil and Gas Production of Kansas reported in their yearly
bulletin that had been an increase of over eleven million barrels of oil had been produced
in 1947 alone with thirty-seven additional pools producing.
The 1947 total assessed valuation of Ellis County, according to the office
of the County Assessor, is $43,325,899.00. Tangible property is assessed
at $39,381,752.00, and intangible property is assessed at $3,944,147.00.
The oil industry is assessed at $16,184,116.00, an increase of three million
dollars over the 1946 valuation, while the entire farm land of the county is
assessed at $10,429,096.00. The oil industry is paying 41.1 percent of the
tangible assessed taxes for the year 1947.66
In 1948 there was so much oil activity in Ellis County following the war
that dozens more oil companies moved into Hays and set up headquarters in order
to handle the flow of the business. Along with those oil companies, services were
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needed of public accountants, bookkeepers and lawyers. They followed the oil activity
and the oil companies to Hays.67
In the late 1940s oil production in Ellis County was at an all time high. Due to the
amount of oil production, Kansas became one of the nation‟s leading oil states.68 By the
1950s, Kansas ranked fifth in the nation in oil production. 69
In Ellis County oil production had far surpassed agriculture as the economic
mainstay. Oil production had become the major contributing factor to the economic
prosperity of the county. (See chart on page 63, showing mineral value of oil.) This
was a phenomenal transformation considering its future had been destined to be entirely
dependent on agricultural products of the soil. 70 And the transition from a
predominantly agricultural state to one in which the oil industry has been balanced with
agriculture is one of the most significant developments in Ellis County‟s history.
Following the crash of 1929, the Depression of the 1930s, the devastating
weather, and the war in the 1940s, Ellis County residents had known many years of hard
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times, but the production of oil had been a major contributing factor to the economic
stability and prosperity at a time when the people needed it most.
In 1929 the tax revenue for Ellis County was $24,377.280. 71 And by the mid
1930s Ellis County was producing over 4,000,000 barrels of oil.72 There were one
hundred thirty-five businesses in the city of Hays.73 And the population of Hays had
grown from less than 5,000 in 1929 to over ten thousand in the mid thirties.74
In the mid-1940s Ellis County tax revenue had increased to $43,325,899. 75 Oil
production had increased to almost 68,000,000 barrels. 76 There were over five hundred
businesses in the city of Hays.77 And the population was holding at ten thousand. 78
In the Ellis County Farmer, a Fort Hays State University student wrote an article
attributing the economic prosperity of the oil production in Ellis County to Erasmus
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Total tax revenue data for the 1930s and 1940s of this thesis study for Ellis County were
unavailable by the Ellis County Treasurer‟s Office, April 18, 2012.

CHAPTER THREE:
ECONOMIC PROSPERITY AND THE GROWTH OF HAYS, KANSAS
FROM 1950 TO 1970
Oil production in the 1950s was extremely active across the United States. The
state of California had taken the lead in oil during the 1920s, but fell behind Texas in the
50s. Kansas came in third with over seven hundred thousand barrels of oil. Oklahoma
came in fourth.1 (See oil production and mineral value charts on pages 62, 63)
In 1956, the Ellis County Farmer reported that the leading oil-producing county
was Barton County, with Ellis County taking second place. Russell County came in
third, and Butler County, with the highly productive El Dorado, came in fourth. In 1960,
Butler County regained first place, having produced over four hundred million barrels of
oil. Barton County produced 342,462,571 barrels in second place with Russell County
coming in at third, producing 314,790,802. Ellis County was fourth in the state,
producing 11,231,495 barrels of oil.2 However, oil production had begun to decline.
During the years of heavy oil productivity, the city of Hays grew and was able to
provide jobs. According to historian Daniel C. Fitzgerald, An important indicator of a
town’s success is its ability to employ its citizenry and to attract outside business. The
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basic needs of a community must be met in order for that town to continue to prosper.” 3
The city of Hays continued to grow in business and population.
In order to accommodate the growing population in Hays, a bus line was
incorporated in the 1950s. The Hays Transit Company was granted the franchise by the
city commissioner to operate a passenger bus line. And later, a second bus was added.
The entire city of Hays experienced a building boom. Homes were being built, along
with a modern grade school, several buildings at Fort Hays Kansas State College, and
several churches.4 The city had grown five times larger in less than four decades. 5
Businesses had moved into Ellis County, setting up their headquarters in Hays, in order to
profit financially as oil production increased. Ellis County farmers and land owners were
able to pay off their debts, provide abundantly for their families, invest in new
agricultural technology, increase their harvests, and save the family farm. Some cashed
in on their wealth and sold out, while others stayed on and enjoyed their more
comfortable situation.6
Comparing city population and growth in Kansas in the 1950s, El Dorado grew
three times the size of the city of Hays in the 1920s, but by 1960, Hays had actually
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outgrown El Dorado - 15,396 to 14,127. This was due to the oil productivity that
occurred in Ellis County from the 1930s through the 1950s which created jobs.7 There
was another reason for the rapid growth of the city of Hays. It has been referred to as
“residential preference.” According to a yearly survey by the Population Commission,
research has shown that people prefer the more rural cities and towns to live in over
larger urban cities. The rural or small towns included farms, open country, and small
town communities like Hays was at this time. 8
The Ellis County Farmer reported, “County Tops In State Oil Activity In Early
1960.” For the first two months of the year, Ellis County became the leader of the state
of Kansas in oil activity, according to the figures released by the State Geological Survey
which confirmed this.9 According to state geologist Frank Poley, the total production of
oil in Ellis County was valued at over thirty million dollars. 10 A graph on page 64
illustrates the high increase in annual oil production from 1900 to 1960.
In the 1960s, the agricultural industry was showing an increase due to the
economic prosperity of the numerous farmers and land owners who had struck oil on
their property. According to a Kansas agricultural representative, J. E. Pallesen,
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commercial farms were yielding a much larger increase - over two hundred thirty million
bushels of wheat crop alone. This was millions more than decades earlier. 11 Farmers
who were direct recipients of wealth from oil were able to invest in farm land and more
modern equipment, thereby expanding their farms and their productivity. Though
agriculture had been a major industry across the Midwestern United States, in Ellis
County it now assumed a much smaller role. This was reflected in the records of
production for the area in 1967. But when oil production was united with the agricultural
input of Ellis County, it helped greatly to increase the economy and the population. 12
Historical author T. R. Fehrenbach states it this way: “The economy could be described
more accurately as a vast agricultural-mining complex than that of a true industrial state.
The industries produced great variations in income and real wealth. . . .” 13
Evaluating the Kansas economy, the Kansas state governor’s office measured
personal incomes. The 1965 Governor’s Report pointed out that the only way to measure
income that was available to the State of Kansas was to use personal income from which
estimates could be made by the Office of Business Economics of the United States
Department of Commerce. “Personal income is considered to be a measure of the wellbeing of the residents of a particular state . . . . and can be used as one indicator of the
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performance of the Kansas economy.”14 The per-capita income of Ellis County residents
was researched by economist Gary Mayhew in 1965. From The Fifth Annual Economic
Report of the Governor from the Kansas Office of Economic Analysis, Mayhew reported,
“There was a relatively high level of personal income enjoyed by citizens of Ellis
County. In 1965 per-capita income was in excess of $2,300.” This is lower than the state
average of $2,669 and the national average of $2,760; but Mayhew points out that level is
significantly higher than that of comparable rural counties. For example, Cherokee
County, with a population close to Ellis County, had a per-capita income of slightly over
$1,800, while Washington County, the top agricultural county for 1967, had an increase
in per-capita income in 1965 of approximately $1900.15 (See chart on page 65)
Specialized industries and businesses in oil production became the basic
economic providers for the population growth of cities and towns across the state of
Kansas. According to Benjamin Chinitz, such businesses would not have existed if it
were not for the natural resource endowments that could be developed in these areas.
Furthermore, this gave these areas a definite advantage to prosper economically in one or
more industries over their neighboring counterparts. 16
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Comparing Ellis County with surrounding ones, Ellis had several other
advantages that offered a prosperous future for local residents. Kansas historian James
Shortridge emphasized that Fort Hays State University had grown steadily and held the
potential to serve fully half of the state.17

One advantage to be considered is

employment. In 1967 there were one hundred seventy petroleum businesses in Ellis
County which provided jobs.18 Another advantage was the rural community
environment in which many people preferred to live. Personal preference is a
determining factor in population growth. During the 1950s and 1960s there was a
significant influx of new residents into Ellis County, and the city of Hays in particular, as
well as the surrounding smaller towns of Victoria, Catherine, and Munjor.19 It is also
important to note that people are drawn to towns and cities that reflect a secure economy.
During the years of economic prosperity in Ellis County from 1928 to 1970, the
population increased from a little over three thousand residents to over fifteen thousand,
which confirms this point. Further research on economic-based analysis shows
employment opportunities rose during the years of major oil production in Ellis County,
thus verifying the factor of economic security. Economist Niles Hansen goes one step
further by pointing out that the economic-base approach emphasizes the importance of
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even outside a given area in determining the area’s levels of income, employment, and
financial output. Economic sectors are identified as one of the basic sectors which sell to
markets located outside the given area. The service sector sells to markets within the
given area. Hansen states: “The major premise of the analysis is that exports play the
most important role in the economic growth and well-being of a region, because basic
employment generates income for local residents that is spent on goods and services that
in turn generate service employment.”20 This applies to Ellis County in particular
because of the export of production to markets located outside the area. In turn, this
contributed largely to the economic growth for the residents of the county. A graph on
page 66 illustrates this.
The city of Hays was well positioned geographically to service the surrounding
areas. Fifteen or more counties to the north were potential customers who increased the
retail trade business.21 Shortridge concluded that this gave Ellis County an obvious
advantage over the surrounding counties. And due to the numerous oilfields, the area
was able to acquire all the public services, cultural opportunities, and discretionary
capital it needed to attract new businesses and new residents. These circumstances were
conducive to a booming retail trade and economic prosperity for the city of Hays, as well
as Ellis County.22
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In the mid1950s oil production for Ellis County had leveled off at 11,165,000
barrels.23 (1950s oil production is shown on pages 70-72.) There were over one
thousand businesses in the city of Hays.24 And the population of Hays was almost
twelve thousand.25
By 1970 Ellis County oil production had begun declining to 8,724,000 barrels.26
The tax revenue had decreased to a little more than thirty million, compared to over forty
million that had been collected in the 1940s.27 There were almost twelve hundred
businesses in the city of Hays.28 And the population was over thirteen thousand five
hundred.29
According to Shortridge, “Such statistics, together with jobs generated by the
central Kansas oil field, formed the basis for Hays becoming one of the fastest-growing
cities in the northwestern quadrant of the state.”31
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CONCLUSION
On August 20, 1959, a celebration was held in Hays to observe and commemorate
the centennial of the discovery of oil in America in Titusville, Pennsylvania on August
27, 1859. One hundred years of oil production had boosted the country’s economic
standing, lifted the country up out of the Great Depression years, helped supply the
military in times of war, and provided for countless needs in daily life, both here and
abroad. 1
Ellis and the surrounding counties had been involved in oil production for over
forty years, following discovery of the productive commercial well on the William
Shutts’ farm in 1928. The headline of the Ellis County Farmer announced this main
event for the citizens of the surrounding counties and encouraged them all to take part in
the celebration. The newspaper stated, “Since then oil has played a tremendous role in
the economy of this area . . . and Ellis and the surrounding counties have been rated at the
top in the state of Kansas in crude oil production and drilling.” The newspaper went on
to point out that many of the legal firms that serviced the oil industry had established
their main headquarters in Hays and taken offices in the local buildings. Hundreds of
people in Ellis County had been employed in the oil industry - some for the service
companies and some for the oil production companies, as well as other oil related
businesses.
______________________________
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The intent of the Ellis County Farmer’s publication was to show honor to the

oil

men and women of the area for their vital role in the oil production industry, “. . .
benefitting our area in war time and peace time and saluting them on this 100th birthday
of a great American industry; born in freedom and working for progress.” 2
The Oil Committee of the Hays Chamber of Commerce sponsored a business tour
of the oil fields, “. . . to better acquaint our local business men of the community with the
manner in which oil operations are conducted in this area.” Harold Popp, Jr., of the Popp
Truck Line, Inc., of Hays, one of the large crude oil transport companies, was the
chairman of the Oil Committee.3
As a result of the major oil productivity from the late 1920s to the mid 1930s,

major oil companies had moved in and bought out the smaller, independent oil
companies. Then entering the 1950s when oil production became highly active again, the
price of oil dropped, causing an inconsistent and less stable oil market. And once again,
due to the over abundance and decrease in oil production and the unstable market, the oil
companies and businesses that had moved to Hays were forced to either close their doors
or move on.4
______________________________
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Throughout much of the twentieth century, the price of U.S. petroleum was
heavily regulated through production or price controls. In the post World War II era,
U.S. oil prices at the wellhead averaged $28.52 per barrel. In the absence of price
controls, the U.S. price would have tracked the world price averaging near $30.54. Over
the same post war period, the median for the domestic and the adjusted world price of
crude oil was $20.53 per barrel. In the history of pricing, the price of crude oil has
experienced wide price swings in times of shortage or over supply. And the crude oil
price cycle sometimes extends over several years, responding to the changes in demand.
Oil prices are mostly market driven. If there is a high demand for oil, the prices will rise.
Other oil producing nations can affect oil prices by either increasing or decreasing
oil production and, therefore, affecting the supply. The price of oil has a major impact on
the global market. It fluctuates constantly, depending on supply and demand. The price
of oil is set by the petroleum market. The organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries
(OPEC) influences the price as well.5
Due to the fluctuating oil market, by 1970 the economy of many of the oil
productive states across the country had suffered. In the state of Kansas, the oil industry
had been one of the three major employers. Oil companies laid employees off and
thousands lost their jobs. Minimal producing wells were cut back or shut down al___________________________________
5

www.wtrg.com (accessed February 25, 2012).
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together from pumping because it costs more to pay the taxes on the oil than it did to
produce the oil. Ellis County was no exception to this oil slump. Unemployment in
Kansas began to rise to over seven per cent.6
In spite of the fluctuating oil prices and inconsistency of the oil market over the
years, the oil industry is to be credited for the financial contribution it provided on a
personal, local, and state level. Elias Majdalani researched the Ellis County oil industry
in the year 1970 and wrote about it in his thesis entitled, “The Economic Impact of the
Petroleum Industry on Ellis County, Kansas.” He pointed out that without the oil
production, the county of Ellis would have experienced an economic decrease, rather than
an increase, simply because it lacked economic interdependence. As he stated,
Some of the industries within the economy are basic export industries that
have little, if any, dependence on each other or other industries in the county.
Thus, much of the technical know-how and other services for the operations of
these industries are imported from outside the region. 7
The vital role that this industry plays in the prosperity of the county cannot be disputed.
The financial contribution that oil exportation made to Ellis County was a major factor in
the economic prosperity that the county experienced in the forty years preceding 1970.
__________________________________
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KIOGA representative and Kansas historian Craig Miner emphasizes that any
area across the state that showed any signs of oil was explored and the oil developed to
its fullest potential. The state passed important laws that would restrict the oil industry
according to safe and manageable standards. Miner stated, “The state framed pioneer
legislation to insure that its minerals would be efficiently utilized, would co-exist in a
reasonable manner with the landscape, and would yield maximum financial gain to
Kansas oilmen, oil field workers, towns, and industries dependent upon ready energy.
About one-fourth of the total tax revenues of Kansas have come from its petroleum
industry. . . .”8 Victor Murdock, editor of the Wichita Eagle, commented on the
importance of oil in the world by pointing out how the oil derrick resembled the
windmill. The derrick extracted the oil as the windmill pumped up the water from which
they both provided to the county economy. The four decades of oil production in Ellis
County, from the late 1920s to 1970, was a time of economic prosperity.
It is interesting to note that the value of oil has come a long way from an
insignificant element by the name of “kerosene,” which became one of the most useful
and profitable resources of the century due to the activity of the entrepreneur and oil
magnate, John D. Rockefeller. According to historian Daniel Yergin, at the turn of the
century, “. . . gasoline was an almost useless by-product, which sometimes managed to be
sold for as much as two cents a gallon, and, when it could not be sold at all, it was run out
___________________________________
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into rivers at night.” Today oil has replaced “King Coal” as the power source for the
industrial world.9 (See chart of the Hubert Peak Theory is on page 67.)
Global population has increased fourfold in the twentieth century, and industrial
output has expanded fortyfold. This economic growth was due in part to the expansion
of industrial production of the earth’s natural resources. And oil is one of the major
resources that have been needed like never before to sustain life as we know it. By 1970
people around the world had come to depend on the global market: the western world, the
communist world, and the third world developing countries. On page 68 a chart
illustrates past U.S. energy consumption. In 2004 the U.S. used one fourth of all oil
produced in the world.10 A chart illustrating this is on page 69.
The oil industry has been a major contributing factor to the economic prosperity
of the United States, as it has to the state of Kansas and Ellis County. It has provided
revenue, business growth, employment opportunities and personal wealth.
In 1776, the Scottish economist, Adam Smith, published An Inquiry into the
Nature and Cause of the Wealth of Nations. Smith believed that free market economies
are more financially beneficial to society as a whole, than individually. 11 Historian Craig
Miner adds, “Wealth lay not so much in rare or beautiful items, such as gold, as well as in
the productive and intellectual capacity of the people of nations to transform the useless
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into the useful, and in fact to create wealth and convenience for all, where before there
had been either nothing at all or something as unlikely as crude oil.”12 Gail Carpenter,
former Kansas geologist, who spent his life in the oil industry, stated, “Value in product
makes value in people, and value, with all its cycles and uncertainties, is what the oil
business in Kansas has been all about.” Carpenter further pointed out that if our nation
does not produce its own wealth, then our nation becomes a society dependent on
another, crippling our own ability to survive. 13 Therefore, the oil production of our
country enables us to stand strong and provide for our own needs.
When Professor Erasmus Haworth of the University of Kansas visited the area, he
predicted the potential for oil production, thereby opening up the door to economic
prosperity for Ellis County. An article published in the Hays Daily News by Willie
Mannebach, a Fort Hays State University student, extolled Haworth for his educated
foresight. Remembering the discovery of one of the largest oil well discoveries – the
Bemis-Shutts oilfield, Mannebach stated,
That field has marketed nearly two hundred seventeen million barrels of
crude oil, still making close to two million barrels per year, and spreads
over twenty-two thousand acres. And it extends north into Rooks County
where the Bemis-Shutts has marketed an additional three million barrels of
cumulative production.14
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Fifty years after the first oil well discoveries in Ellis County, there was a total oil
production of more than three hundred sixty million barrels. Despite the critical slump in
oil prices during the 1960s, Ellis County remained among the three highest oil producing
counties in the state of Kansas. And in 1975 all tangible property in oil was assessed at
$36,877,897.15 (See table of 1971 oil production on pages 73-79 and map on page 80.)
It is worth asking, what if oil had never been discovered in Ellis County? Would
the area be as populated as it is today? What would the state of the economy be like?
Would Ellis, along with all the surrounding counties, have remained only an agricultural
area of three thousand? It is a fact that oil has become one of the most vital resources in
our world today, and oil production has become one of the most profitable businesses in
the world with an estimated value of nearly five trillion dollars.16 And for Ellis County,
Kansas, to have discovered such an abundance of oil through the years and benefitted
from its wealth, it is therefore easy to understand and accept how oil production greatly
contributed to the economic prosperity of the county.
If oil had not been discovered in Ellis County, it might have fared well without it.
But then again, there are so many stories from the newspapers in the archives at the Ellis
County Historical Society, and numerous documents of geologists’ reports, and countless
books that have been written by Kansas historians that tell about the financial prosperity
__________________________________
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that came to area farmers and land owners because of oil that was discovered on their
land. Wealth came through the royalty checks they received, which was their share of the
oil profits. If the land owner owned the mineral rights to the property, or owned a share
of it, and oil was discovered on his land, that was an even better situation. One such land
owner was George Dickey from Wichita, Kansas. He owned one of the biggest oil
producing wells in Ellis County was discovered in the Bemis and the Burnett pool. By
investing three thousand dollars in the mineral rights to the land in 1937, his investment
turned into a financial empire with five million dollars.17
Kansans had believed that there was oil in the eastern part of the state ever since
Kansas became a state. And when oil was finally discovered, it opened the door to the
Mid-Continent Oil Field as it is known today. But eastern Kansas was not the only oil
rich area in the state. Spreading north to northwesterly, oil was soon discovered in
western Kansas. An oil boom followed and settled across the vast agricultural region of
Ellis County.18
The oil industry most definitely affected the Ellis County area. It surpassed
agriculture as a mainstay of the county’s economy. This was a remarkable
transformation in a county whose future was once considered entirely dependent on the
products of the soil. Even more is the fact that the discovery of vast new oilfields
___________________________________
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contributed to the economy of Kansas. This totally defies the old prediction made by Dr.
David White of the U. S. Geological Survey in 1891, “The state of Kansas . . . possessed
no real possibilities for new discoveries in oil . . . and that the current reserves would be
exhausted within a decade.”19 Oil and its market value benefit society as a whole, not
just individuals or the companies that develop it. Such has been the case with the oil
production and economic prosperity in Ellis County.
Oil production has remained steady over the years. (See chart on page 80) In
2010 the state of Kansas ranked eighth in oil production in the United States. 20 The oil
industry remains the biggest business in the world today. As a result of the vast amount
of oil production over the years, Ellis County has grown, flourished and prospered. But
what is even more impressive is how this little western county became one of the major
oil producing regions in the state of Kansas and a leading producer in the nation.
Historically, the county of Ellis was once considered to be only an agricultural
area for farming and livestock. When oil was discovered November 15, 1928, on the
Charlie Shutts farm, it changed the county’s economy for the next forty years. Ellis
County balanced the oil industry with the agricultural industry, creating a flourishing dual
economy that contributed to growth and prosperity. Across the golden wheat fields,
windmills and pump jacks lay helter-skelter across the horizon, working side-by-side,
providing the working arms of industry and economic prosperity.
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While driving though the prairies of Western Kansas, Victor Murdock of The
Wichita Eagle observed the view outside his car window. The contrasting view struck
him and he wrote about it: “Here is found a mixture of mining in its liquid phase with
agriculture in its agronomical phase; a mixture which immediately arrests the
imagination. Perhaps its most appealing manifestation in central terms is the way the
derrick has jostled with the windmill on the skyline of the prairie landscape.” 21 This is
the true Kansas prairie.
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The following graph shows the effect of the depression on unemployment.
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The following map shows the vast oil reservoirs in the darker shaded areas that spread
across the state of Kansas.
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2012).
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The following is a map of the Central Kansas Uplift.
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The following is a 3-D seismic view of the earth’s substructure. The darker
shaded areas illustrate the reservoirs of oil and water.
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Below is a map showing the oil pool of the Arbuckle formation located in the Central
Kansas Uplift from the use of seismology.
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The map below shows where oilfields were located in the years
from 1928 to 1940 in Ellis County, Kansas.
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Elias Majdalani, “Economic Impact of the Petroleum Industry on Ellis County, Kansas.” (Hays,
KS: Fort Hays Kansas State College, December 4, 1970), 16.
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The map below shows the oilfields that were discovered
from 1928 to 1940 In Ellis County, Kansas.
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The following chart shows the oil well productivity for 1945.
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The following chart shows the oil well productivity for 1945.
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The following chart shows the oil well productivity for 1945.
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The following chart illustrates that one third of the oil extracted for the geological
structures in the state of Kansas are provided by the Arbuckle formation in the West
Central Kansas Uplift, as compared to the other formations.
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The following graph shows the rise in the value of mineral production in Kansas from
1933 to 1953.
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Annual Oil Production in Kansas from 1890 to 1960.
The following graph shows the ever-increasing rise in oil production.
Note the rise and fall of production from the 1920s to the 1960s.
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The following chart shows the amount of oil production exportation
and importation from across the state of Kansas
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The Hubert Peak Theory
The chart below shows the cumulative production of oil, the proven
reserves, and the future discoveries.
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The chart below shows the amount of U.S. energy consumption
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twenty years.
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The chart below shows that the U.S. used more oil than any other country.
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The following chart shows the oil production of Ellis County wells in 1950.
Field Name

Location

Year discovered

Total oil for year
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The following chart shows the oil production of Ellis County wells in 1950.
Field Name

Location

Year discovered

Total oil for year
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The following chart shows the oil production of Ellis County wells in 1950.
Field Name

Location

Year discovered

Total oil for year
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Map showing Ellis County Oil and Gas Fields.
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